
Meeting Minutes 07  
Date: 25 September 2018 
Attendees: Vanessa, Jasmine, Yuqi, Chaw 
Absent: Clement(class), Charmian(MC) 
 
Agenda: 
 
I. Midterm Slides: 
 
1. Current Project Scope:  
The team inform the supervisor that sponsors agree to drop the work chat and notification 
feature after the negotiation on the priority list 
 
2. Demo: 
During Demo in Mid-term presentation: not required to show all features.  
No data should be deleted from the database - example: user leaving CPAS, 
announcements which existed long time ago  
Records should all be present but access revoked, items deleted should still be in the 
database, for example if i delete announcement, the announcement becomes marked as not 
active in the database, appears as deleted on the portal but still exists in the database 
 
3. UAT  
Inform supervisor that the team is getting UT2 responses 
 
4. Project management 
 
a) Timeline: changed deployment to red box for milestone.  
 
b) Task Metric: changed the range to 60% so for the iteration with 50% is considered 
out of control. 
Supervisor concerned about different widths, otherwise, the task metric look fine  
 
c) Bug metric: added iteration 8 data for count and bug matric score 
Add explanation on slide for why there is a sharp increase in 7 
Explanation on Iter7 Delayed Testing and its effect 
 
d) Effort metric: Added iteration 8 actual man hours 
Generally fine 
 
e) Regressions Testing 
Redundant columns:  colour code is enough 
 
 
 



5. Risk Management 
Risks to Include client’s change in planned deployment time as a risk > mitigated by staging 
on AWS for live usage then move the data over 
  
6. Change Management diagram 
Negotiate & change priority based on client’s requirements 
  
7. Email template function. 
Generally fine 
 
II. Other things to take note for Midterm presentation: 
 
1. For midterm presentation, only PM can present, or everyone can present? 
It’s better for everybody to present instead of only PM.  
 
2. The team might not be able to meet mid-term x factor as the client side is not ready to 
deploy the application  
Staging on AWS for live usage then move the data over  
Risk factor - client not deploying on time as agreed 
Risk Mitigation - Sponsors can start using the internal portal deployed on the staging server 
which is the team AWS 
 
3. Show the supervisor the priority list (PM schedule excel sheet) to receive feedback 
Sponsors advise the team to list functionality priority by order (order from highest to lowest 
and not just category 
 
4. The team inform the supervisor that the team will do a run-through of the presentation 
next week. The team to schedule team meeting to prepare for mid-term presentation this 
week. 
 
5. Modifications on mid-term slides 

-Regression testing slide, not required to have the column pass/fail. Instead, use the             
colour and the scores to differentiate pass/fail 
-Technical complexity - What is the complexity of our solution, did we come out with               
any algorithm? 
-To add in one more slide for technologies used diagram in the mid-term presentation 

 
6. After midterm and live deployment, the team to do performance testing/ load testing on               
production environment  
 
 

S/N Task Assigned To Due Date 

1.  Make all changes to the slides 
-add in technologies used diagram 

-explanation on high bug metric score in iter7 

 Charmian Teo  



-regression testing color coding 

2.  Make changes to change management process Chaw 25 September 2018 

3. Inform sponsors to start using the portal hosted on 
AWS 

  

4. Rehearse for mid-term presentation  Team 1 October 2018 

 
 
Minutes taken by: Vanessa(MAI Thanh Van), Edited and vetted by Chaw, Jasmine 
3:00PM 
 
 


